LEAF EATER ADVANCED
Adapter Assembly

GETTING STARTED
- Leaf Eater Advanced components include: rain head, screen, 3” adapter, 3” sleeve reducer (remove from 3” adapter), 4” adapter, 4” sleeve reducer (remove from 4” adapter)
- For use with round, 3” or 4” schedule 40 pipe or thin wall pipe

FOR USE WITH 4” PIPE:
1 The 4” adapter is already installed on the outlet of the rain head and accepts thin wall pipe.
2 To use schedule 40 pipe, remove the 4” sleeve reducer from the 4” adapter. May be helpful to use a flat head screwdriver.
3 Outlet pivots to accommodate angled installations, if necessary. Mount the rain head and attach to pipe.

FOR USE WITH 3” PIPE:
1 Remove the 4” adapter that is installed on the outlet of the rain head and install the 3” adapter to accept thin wall pipe.
2 To use schedule 40 pipe, remove the 3” sleeve reducer from the 3” adapter.
3 Outlet pivots to accommodate angled installations, if necessary. Mount the rain head and attach to pipe.